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InfTek, Inc. has been providing hosting services since 2004. We were 
awarded Kerio messaging certification in mid 2007. Our certified 
Kerio engineers have over 25 years in email server administration 
experience.  
 
We are fully supported and 
backed by Kerio Technologies 
as one of their select few 
premier hosted email service 
providers. InfTek is a 
preferred Kerio hosted email provider for MAC user group members. 
Fast and friendly support is done with our dedicated team of experts. 
With a 99.999% uptime and no long-term contracts you’re sure to 
have an enjoyable experience with us without being 'locked in' 
 
Secure Kerio MailBoxes 
InfTek Kerio hosted email includes 2 gig per mailbox and is fully 
supported and managed during business hours of 8:00am to 
10:00pm EST. All support is handled through our online ticketing 
system and is fully documented. 
 
We perform nightly backups along with providing our customers with 
a 14-day archiving of incoming and outgoing email messages. Our 
server-side Anti Spam and Virus Protection software delivers the best 
filtering available to make your life much easier. SSL cert encryption 
makes sure your emails are delivered with a high level of security to 
give you peace of mind. You'll also enjoy free unlimited aliases and 
groups. 
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Reliable Mobility 
Get control of your world and Get Sync’d! Our service keeps you 
connected no matter where you are or what platform you use. Mac or 
PC. SmartPhone? iPhone? No problem… BlackBerry support through 
AstraSync or Notify Link, and Simbian support through Roadsync. 
Apple’s iPhone, Windows Mobile, and Palm Trio are supported by 
Active sync, which is included with your Kerio account with us. 

 
Dedicated Kerio MailServer 
Feel like you are outgrowing your shared hosted 
Kerio services? Inftek offers Fully Managed, and 
dedicated KerioMail Servers! We can migrate your 
cost effective shared account to one of our robust 
dedicated solutions quickly and easily. 
 
You'll be able to remotely administer your 

users/groups/aliases/forwarding/user rights and password resets 
through your Kerio admin console. Our team of experts that manage 
the Kerio servers in our data center handles all reporting and security 
options. Reporting and security options are available to the admin 
user with dedicated servers. 
 
All InfTek Kerio servers are monitored by the NOC 24/7 and use 
hardware RAID; full backups are performed nightly with 14 day 
message archiving. We have a 2-hour hardware replacement 
guarantee in case of unforeseen hardware failures.  
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Redundant Connectivity 
Connectivity at our DC2 Data Center is currently provided by: 
 

• 3 Gig E Level3 (3,000 Mbps) fiber optic lines 
• 1 Gig E Time Warner Telecom (1,000 Mbps) fiber optic line 

 
Our network is 100% powered by Cisco routers and switches. It is a 
redundant load balanced network using star topology consisting of 
two Cisco Catalyst 6500's core routers, and Cisco 3750 & 2950 
switches throughout where there is no single point of failure. 
 
The primary objective in designing this facility was to ensure the 
electrical and mechanical systems were mission critical and equally 
important, efficiently maintained to support scalability and sustain 
principal performance. Our data centers include complete 
redundancy in power, network connectivity, fire suppression, and 
unparalleled security & safety. 
 
Easy to Get Started 
All you need to get started is to complete our simple online order 
from. After this step your account is provisioned by one of our Kerio 
administrators which should take about one hour at which point you'll 
receive a detailed email that will give you all necessary login 
information as well as detailed DNS information. 
 
We know what it takes to make our clients happy. In doing so, we've 
been able to keep our customer loyalty at an industry high. 
 
Get InfTek, and Get Sync'd! 
 
http://www.getsyncd.com 


